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I am listed on the program tonight as having "words of wisdom" on the topic "Why a
Women's Center." A tall order.

Wisdom is, centrally, insight into which of the many truths available to us is most relevant
and helpful to the demands of our present, concrete situation.

And, yes, when it comes to the Women's Center, there are many truths that answer the
question "Why a Women's Center," - just as there are many reasons for anything, say, a
Seminary or a Church.

For instance, it might be wise to give a historical reason: There's a Women's Center
because of the vision and passion and leadership of the Women's Caucus, of FALPTS,of
Johanna Bos,of the special task force, of supportive administrators like Dianne Reistroffer,
David Hester, Dean Thompson and Kilen Gray, and of the ongoing support of donors, like
the friends gathered here. That history is precious to us, and it really is "why a Women's
Center." It's like saying there is a Seminary here because of its founders and generations
of students and faculty, that there is a Church because of the story told in the gospels
and Acts - and we know that is why.

Just as it is why a Women's Center because of the grand vision: the equality and dignity
of all women that is hailed in the Women's Center's mission statement; and because that
grand vision is blocked at present wherever - and it is everywhere - women are
exploited, marginalized, disempowered, silenced or stereotyped by the overweening
voices of a popular culture that still casts men as the real people, wherever it is mocked
by the relentless global violence against women and girls.

But I don't know whether it iswise to say there is a Women's Center because we need to
change the world - any more than it iswise to say there is a Seminary or a Church or any
other faith community for that reason -

-- because some days the world really does change. We've all seen that. Recently.

-- but most days, what the Women's Center is actually doing does not look like
"changing the world," it looks more like organizing ANOTHERTALK-

-- and I hope it will be wise to remind ourselves of this particular truth of why a Women's
Center, day in and day out, here in this place, at this Seminary - the only Presbyterian
Seminary, I might add, with a Women's Center-

-- because the truth is that mostly what we do, day in and day out, here, is talk. We talk
with leaders, teachers, doers, and future leaders, future teachers, future doers. We talk in
lunch hour presentations, we talk on AIDSwalks, we talk in panel discussions with folks we
might not otherwise talk with, we talk in lectures and in worship services. We talk in
inclusive language for humanity and expansive language for God. We talk about what
women have done, as in the luminous Katie Geneva Cannon lecture series, and we
celebrate those gifts and achievements. We talk about what needs to happen to make
the world a place of equality and dignity for all women, as in our programs focused on
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violence against women, like the V-Day project that is coming up in February. We talk
about how all of this relates to theology and we talk about what it will look like in
community.

And in all that talk, we are (as I see it) training ourselves and our conversation partners to
imagine that grand vision as a real possibility - strengthening people's concrete
commitment to bringing it into being - drawing the mental mop to that promised,
transformed world.

There is a Women's Center because - and here I quote Robin D.G. Kelly, author of
Freedom Dreams: The Block Radical Imagination, because "the mop to a new world is in
the imagination" and because every transformation - Kelly's words again - "must begin
with thought, with how we imagine a New World, with how we reconstruct our
relationships with each other, with unleashing our desire and building a new future on the
basis of creativity ... "

There is a Women's Center because the talk we talk is the food of that imagination, and
that imagination is the source of the energy the teachers and leaders and doers, and
future teachers, future leaders, future doers, need to walk the long walk still ahead of us
in all the places where we live and will live, work and will work.,

We all know that "talk ischeap." Nevertheless, The Women's Center has found that talk
is not free. Keeping the programs of the Women's Center going, keeping this
conversation around gender going, does have a price tog. It's a modest one, as price
togs go, but the wisdom that applies to it is that of Charles Dickens' Mr. Micawber, that
outgo> income leads to disaster. And since we wont to keep on having these talks, and
since we do raise 100%of the revenue that covers that modest price tog by our own
efforts, the subject of money does come up all the time ... and here it is again.

Why a Women's Center? Because people's contributions permit us to keep this
conversation around gender going, here, in this particular place.

Thank you for those you have mode; please contribute, once again, to this conversation.

And when you yourself make one of those contributions, you can think of yourself as
contributing to a feisty history, or as contributing to a grand, powerful and inspiring vision,
but I would soy, even more precisely, that you can think of yourself as investing in the
content of the prophetic imagination - in the gender consciousness of the imagination
of prophets who, because of the work of the Women's Center, will cherish the equality
and dignity of women within their energizing vision of the work we are all always still
engaged in, of living into God's realm of justice and peace.

Thank you, kind and generous friends.


